Lean Transformation Guidance: Why Organizations Fail To Achieve and Sustain Excellence Through Lean Improvement
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A B S T R A C T

Many companies are complaining that lean didn’t achieve their long-term goals, and the improvement impact was very short-lived. 7 out of each 10 lean projects fail as companies try to use lean like a toolkit, copying and pasting the techniques without trying to adapt the employee’s culture, manage the improvement process, sustain the results, and develop their leaders. When the Toyota production system was created, the main goal was to remove wastes from the shop floor using some lean techniques and tools. What was not clear is that this required from Toyota a long process of leadership development, and a high commitment to training and coaching their employee. A Failure to achieve and sustain the improvement is a problem of both management and leadership as well as the improper understanding of the human behavior, and the required culture to success.

1. Distinction between management by objectives and lean management

MBO was first presented by Drucker (1954). MBO is considered a method of planning and control to achieve the quantitative results. The method is also called management by results MBR.

The approach involves setting some objectives along with an incentive program in order to achieve the business goals. Unfortunately, such an approach and the other management techniques are still being taught in many business schools neglecting the bad habits of the modern management and making the lean journey harder.

Indeed, there are many ways to achieve the quantitative targets without making real improvement. The MBO method may have worked in the earlier decades when the market condition was different. Now with the world events necessitating the reduction in wastes and maximizing the efficiency, the demand for real improvement has been increased.

For example, “10 percent cost reduction.” Actually, there are many ways to reach this target, either by cutting some resources or improving the way of doing things. In the first option, you want to achieve a quick reduction and remain the same at what you are doing, in the second option you are searching for obviously perfection for longer-term financial benefit.
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In MBO, since the objectives are focused on specific results the business needs, the top management sends this message to the down: “here is what we need and how your performance will be judged-go do your jobs and bring back the results whatever it takes.” Metrics are used to measure the results, and control the employee rather than being a tool with the employee themselves to measure their own work progress. There are often some rewards for those who met the challenge. MBO ignores how the objectives are achieved as long as the results are got. What could make things harder are those bad managers who go aggressive in order to achieve the objectives putting pressure on people and pushing them to get quick results. And who failed to succeed may be downgraded position, punished, or left with no promotion. Some managers still have the sink or swim mentality. Those who find a way to succeed gets rewarded, others will let go.

Worse, the goals that have been set with MBO are magical goals that don’t match the real state of the company. The senior managers who defined the goals have not been at the gemba before, so they are not aware of the real situation at the processes.

Gemba is the place where the value-creating work happens. It means go and see where the work is done to better understand the process and grasp the real situation. It also presents the Toyota way of developing their leaders. Toyota uses a parallel process called hoshin kanri for setting the targets and planning the achievement. Leaders, managers, and senior managers who have spent enough time at the gemba are contributed in the process of setting the company's goals. The company’s vision, goals, and plans must be aligned for continuous improvement. Actually, the targets-setting process and the pursuit of targets cannot be independent, and it is far too focused on results without having a real understand of the means to get there. Also before seeking for accomplishments and results, leaders should be developed patiently through a long training process to insure that everyone has a deep understand about the process so he can turn those challenging objectives into an action plan to get stable results. The company's goals should be set and cascaded down to all levels to specific plans (means). A specific goal at the top management may have a different name at the operational level. For example, increasing the market share as a long-term vision specified at the top may require an increase of the quality at the down in the manufacturing process. Hoshin kanri is an open mind method. It looks for the innovative ways of achieving the goals and focuses on developing and coaching people on problems solving. Hoshin kanri is not just a management by both means and results. It also works under a self-development and a high motivated system.

Many companies are thinking that MBO as a tool is not a problem, but what is MBO as a tool? It is the managers making decisions about what they believe the business needs to go and turning those into objectives for their people. Sometimes objectives are being discussed among group of peoples, but often they are handed down from the top down. Since the focus is on the results only, there are many lost opportunities. MBO ignores the team orientation, the coaching process, the action plans, and the process of setting the goals which should be done by the leaders who know the real state of the company at all levels.

A good process of setting and planning the achievements will continually produce good results. A bad process might temporary produce the results under the pressure of managers but things will slip back again. Actually, people should be respected and treated like partners in the business. They should believe in the power of the system and that they are doing this for their jobs to become easier. Also if people are left to do the job without direct coaching and learning
to maintain sustainability and achieve stable results, they will not feel about the power of the system. Executives who want to get the results without any of this and they have failed and must start over to develop appropriate leader skills.

Some companies use a culture of blame upon failure, this drive people to hide problems and present only what is good. Also imagine an organization full of people blaming, complaining, justifying, defending, and building cases against others, when would the work get done?

Therefore, managers should manage the process not the results, act as facilitators not blamers, and pay attention to how the goals are achieved not just the metrics.

A few steps to be considered for a successful process of setting, aligning, and achieving the objectives:

- Establish a long-term reasonable vision based on what business needs and the current situation. Vision should be actionable, measurable, applicable, and have a time frame for achievement. It should match the current state of the company and the situation at the processes. However, some companies, and in crisis situations may find that using a long-term vision is useless. A 10-years vision wouldn’t mean much if a company didn’t exist in 12 months. So targets should be set and adapted according to the real situation in order to help the company to survive and quickly bring the system to life.

- Senior managers, leaders at all levels, and those who have spent enough time at the gemba are those who should be involved in the process of setting the company’s goals. They know how the work actually gets done and what opportunities for improvement available out there.

- Vision and goals should be shared with everyone in the organization, and cascaded down at all levels. Everyone must understand the goals and the intention behind them.

- Ensure people are trained enough to achieve the results appropriately. People should understand exactly what improvement is needed to achieve the results.

- At any organization, establishing a process like hoshin kanri or similar for setting and achieving the targets should be carried after the training and developing process to ensure that leaders are capable of taking challenge and managing the continuous improvement culture through the P-D-C-A cycle.

- Goals can be broken down into manageable pieces or few small targets in order to ensure the quality of implementation. It is good to slowly apply the P-D-C-A cycle at every step taken toward the next target, and remove the obstacles as find. It is not favorable to apply a large improvement at once. If there are some obstacles there, the resistance would be huge and the process will fail. There is always an unclear territory that hides many obstacles; this would never be discovered unless we move forward to the next target and apply the continuous improvement cycle at every step taken.

- How are you managing to get there? This is the method of achieving the targets, it calls target means (plan). For each target the current condition should be specified as well as the target condition using the appropriated metric. In many conditions, setting a long term plan for making improvement and try to follow it is like moving in a road full of fog, if goals are broken to small targets, they would become easier to manage. There should be a plan for reaching each target. The next plan will be set for the next target according to the progress and the accomplishments.
• Train leaders on problems solving. This is one of the most critical requirements to achieve the targets and remove the obstacles. Most of companies that fail to make real improvement and achieve good results have neglected the training and coaching as a necessary part of the process. Managers should dig deep in the details to discover root causes rather than jumping to solutions and the “do” phase in the continuous improvement cycle.

2. The Use Of Incentives
Taylor (1911) quoted “if each employee's compensation was linked to their output, their productivity would go up.”

Normally, employees get paid to do their jobs. Salaries and other financial benefits are initially adapted to meet the employee satisfaction and the minimum expectation of the job role. Everyone will have a salary increase upon promoting position which depends on many things like proven of good leadership capability.

Lots of companies are using a reward system that is tied to specific metrics. Such a system can encourage individual behavior rather than a team orientation if not adapted properly. Everyone will strive to do the improvement for himself in the particular process he is managing to quickly get the results ignoring the overall performance of the plant and the real problem solving process. There will be no permanent solution for the chronic problems as problems solving requires a team cooperation in order to set the countermeasures, remove the obstacles, and implement the plan.

For example, in a company, a 20% from the employees monthly salary was cut and paid back to each one based on the accomplishments and the individual performance. The evaluation was being carried every 6 months and based on the measurable results outputted from each employee using some metrics. One of those targets for 2012 was to map certain processes and achieve numeric improvement in the value-added work for each process. One engineer from the working team commented to his leader: “frankly, we are going to get to you only what you need because this is how we get evaluated, but we can’t guarantee the sustaining of this improvement unless the team members at the operation level are coached on how to properly do their job with the new way.”

In Japan Toyota try to avoid tying specific rewards to specific metrics, fearing that employee would focus narrowly on what is measured and ignore the other parts of the job. Liker (2012) quoted “Psychological experiments show that paying people to do something that they already want to do either because they enjoy it or because they want to get good at it can kill the intrinsic motivation.” The company will have to continually provide rewards if it wants to continue to see good behavior.

While Taylor focus on individual incentives based on productivity, Toyota focus on team working and the evaluation is based on the group performance.

However, this is not to say that incentives should not be used at all. The incentives can still be based on team working, large accomplishments, and the plant performance. But it should not be tied to individual accomplishments.

Also there are some morale motives that can reduce the demand of providing incentives such as: granting a certificate of appreciation to those who prove good things and good leadership
capability, perform coaching and training and grant a certificate to those who pass the tests with remarkable results. Tests could be practical and real problem solving ones. And if employees are practicing what they learn, their learning experience will be increased through the implementation. Both the organization and the employees are getting a benefit from the system now. Also with coaching and certificating the successful, people will feel about the investment spent on them. The certificate can be useful for their future careers.

Using a certain promotion system is also a good motivation way. Those who prove a good leadership will be upgraded position.

Certainly, to success with lean, people should believe in the process and that they are doing the improving for their work to become easier, and safer not to get rewarded. They should be allowed to share and put their own ideas under a self-motivated and cooperative system to improve their own works. Also with a stable environment, the overall company's profitability will increase allowing more jobs for the labor force.

What to consider in a motivation system?

- Allow employee to share their own ideas for improving their own works. This will make the employee feel themselves and that they are valuable to the process. Employee should consider the improvement an enjoyable part of their work rather than a new method to follow. Giving people a degree of autonomy will increase the self-motivation.

- Use a certain system for promoting positions. Who will be promoted is who will prove good leadership and problem solving capabilities. Leaders who failed to meet the challenge or achieve the targets won’t be punished, but will have fewer people reporting to them and may go through more training cycles.

- Senior leaders should act as mentors for the younger leaders. And younger leaders should develop the working teams. Such a training system will make better environment for learning and encourage self-development. People should learn how to improve themselves continuously through practicing what they learn. In such a culture, the system will be appreciated by everyone. People learn more by doing, and then the practical improvement will increase their learning experience and meet the company’s needs at the same time.

- People are most likely to make progress on goals that are broken into concrete, measurable actions, with some kind of structured accountability and positive reinforcement.

- Avoid incentives that are based on individual accomplishments and use awards for team accomplishments and plant performance. Japan’s culture believes that there is no reason to incentivize exceptional performance when it is what is expected, however, with the other different cultures like America, Europe, Africa, there is a use of some rewards and a bonus system that is based on a group performance.
3. Hiring The Lean Team-Who Is Responsible For Making Improvement?

Over the past few years, companies were striving to remove their wastes, adapting their processes and achieving operation excellence through lean methodology by hiring those lean experts who may promise to achieve the results and the cost reduction goals in short periods.

Mistakenly, many companies tend to bring those outsourcing consultants to improve their processes and don’t pay attention to training and coaching their regular employee. As if they are planning to relay on outsourcing forever! The consultants sometimes go ahead and hire some external lean experts and black belts six sigma holders to quickly improve the processes and achieve rapid results.

The company will create a continuous improvement department and relegate the development and the improvement behavior to this department. Such a parallel team will be powerless to effect change and make the improvement. They have lack of experience about the company’s culture and lack of knowledge about the situation at the processes. They haven’t been at the gemba before. Also they are not responsible directly for the operations.

What usually happens when the outsourcing consultant leaves that all knowledge is gone. The regular employees will have no experience to keep managing the improved processes or continuously improving them to face the future challenges. They have not been trained on the culture of continuous improvement and have not been contributed in the transformation process. A part from the fact, that all powerful lean tools should be used by the company's leaders and the factory managers who have the capability, power, responsibility to effect changes.

Another issue appears from hiring those external lean experts and assigns the improvement efforts to them, the regular employee will treat the new hired team like a mistake hunters. People often see the metrics and other tools as poor examples of their performance and not as an opportunity to fix. This usually happens when metrics are used by an external team to control or evaluate the process rather than being a tool at the hand of the employee themselves to measure their own progress and define the requirements for the next step. For this reason, the regular employee might not cooperate with the new team. Worse, trying to damage their work and act as road blockers in the improvement process. This working environment has a very negative effect on the company's success.

If a company was to establish a professional group or team, the initial purpose of this team should be developing familiarity with these lean tools and how they works. They know more about how each tool is working. The group will be responsible for mentoring, coaching, and developing the leader’s capabilities. Also monitoring, adjusting, and developing the continuous improvement culture of the organization. This group may need an external adviser/coacher as well, but the group won’t be responsible directly for the process improvement, or all mentoring processes at the operation levels. That will be the responsibility of the managers and leaders at each level and in each area in the organization.

At Toyota, the responsibility of the daily kaizen is led by those who are responsible for operations not by a continuous improvement department or some outsourcing consultants. The leaders who manage the work day by day will be responsible for coaching people who do the work. And together those people will own, operate, develop, and continually improve their processes.
4. Aligning The Improvement Efforts With The Overall Demanded Outcomes For Maximum Efficiency

There is no reason to say that companies should not try to get rapid results with the implementation of lean in everywhere in the company and at every process. But this should be done without scarifying the learning. Culture adaptiveness and leaders development are very important in order to get sustainable results, otherwise, the improvement will be a short-lived one. All efforts, resources, and tools that have been spent to achieve the results will be lost.

Lots of companies tend to focus on improving as many individual processes as possible using a tool like VSM rather than focusing on the whole value stream. In the value stream you look at a series of processes together. This gives better results and ensures the quality of improvement.

The focus on maximizing the efficiency and the capability of a single process can negatively affect another process. Processes shouldn’t be improved at the expense of the others.

For example, one of the main lean goals is to make one piece flow through the production processes and minimize the work in process WIP inventory. If you are assembling one piece of product in 10 minutes, the wait to assemble 10 pieces and send them together in one large batch is 100 minutes, so the time of assembling one piece has become 100 minutes although the value added time is only 10 minutes. Moving one piece of product every 10 minutes will reduce the lead times of making the product, minimize the WIP inventory and speed up the delivery to the customer. But this can put load on the transportation process and increase the efforts especially when the process steps are not close to each other’s. So improving the efficiency of the transportation process should be also considered. Producing with small batches may be a good compromise. And to continuously improve this process and provide one piece of product or reduce the batches size, you have to continuously improve the transportation too and eliminate all obstacles.

Although analyzing the whole value stream usually give good results over the analysis of the individual processes, but analyzing the individual processes and improving them can give quicker result. Usually, when analyzing a series of processes in the value stream there will be also a series of issues that are linked together. They will take much longer time to be improved and may need to be divided into small issues and each will go through the continuous improvement cycle P-D-C-A. This is not usually works when there are many companies out there that still don’t believe about the workability of lean. In such a culture it is preferably to show quick results by looking at the processes that can be improved easily and quickly and avoid waiting to improve the overall value stream that will take longer time to fix. When the top management sees quick results from lean, they will provide the support needed for more improvement.

Value stream mapping VSM is a good lean tool that is being used to improve the process. A part from the fact that VSM is not exactly a tool for process improvement rather than a tool to insure that process improvement efforts:

- Fit together from a process to process so that a flowing value stream is developed.
- Match with the organization’s targets and business needs.
- Serve the requirements of the external customers.

Some companies utilize the VSM to make improvement as found and perform random improvement for discovered wastes without having a clear vision that based on the current situation and the real business needs. It is better to perform VSM based on reasonable objectives and specific plans in order to reflect the change and improve the overall company’s business process.
5. The Use Of Cost Benefit Analysis In Decision Making

Frequently, cost benefit analysis is being carried by those accountants and inexperienced estimators to determine the beneficial of the next step required in the lean improvement initiative.

For example, a common mistake made by many manufacturing is the arrangement of the machines by similarity rather than by the sequence of the process steps. This system hides many wastes behind it. The transportation cost will be increased allowing more resources to be used to transfer one piece of product from a process to another. There will be much WIP inventory buildup between the process steps and a process might have to wait until it gets the material it needs for work. This will affect the external customers, delay the product delivery, and affect the quality too.

Indeed, machines arrangement should take into consideration the following things: minimizing the WIP inventory, minimizing the time it takes to produce one piece of product, be faster than the takt time which is the customer demand rate for a product or group of products. And consider all workstations, machines, and operation tools to be as close as possible to avoid waiting for tools or parts issue and what is called ergonomics in the workplace.

Commonly, when a cost benefit analysis CBA is performed, the cost of re arranging the machines would be very high on the short-terms. But, the main lean goal is to make one piece flow, minimize the WIP inventory, and shorten the lead times which have proven to give remarkable results on the long-terms. So the CBA if considered over months, years, the cost of doing the job once and for all will be less than the cost of keeping the situation as it is with all the wastes. Also customer satisfaction and delivery speeds should be considered as customer are what keep any organization in business.

At this case, CBA can be carried to determine the best method that should be used to re arrange the machines not to decide whether to make it or not. Also the CBA can be useful to determine the speed of making the changeover.

6. Short-term Focus On Cost Reduction

The traditional working environment often presents a lack of trustiness between the labors who are working at the down operation level and the managers who are working at the top management level. There is always a resistant between both. Managers treat labors like machines, over burden them to achieve the company’s goals. The rule is: “extract the maximum for lowest fees.” And labors try to preserve their jobs and use some tricks to keep working with their preferable method constraining any improvement.

Worse, if lean are being used as a resources reduction tool, no real improvement will be gained. As long as labors believe that lean and other improvement methods will make them lose their jobs, they will not buy-in. Apart from the fact that the lean savings would be meaningless in terms of savings when a company have a large excess in capacity, if a company decide then to lay off the people, all of the savings will be blamed on lean.

In a company that was driving a bad culture and remove labors after each improvement project. The labors have been heard saying: “last time we did this improvement half of us lost their jobs, we have to keep working as we are to preserve our jobs.”
An industrial engineer at the same company was measuring the time it takes to complete a specific process using a stop watch and counting the time of each work step in order to develop a work standard procedure. Labors were noted using some tricks to expand the time it takes to complete each part of the work, making the lean job harder.

When a company decide to start the improvement process by eliminating wasted motions on the shop floor; this will lead to removal of workers from a line or cell, those workers should be placed on another job so less workers has to be hired in the future. What Toyota production system does it provides something to do with any extra regular employees; such as work in kaizen teams to improve on standardized work, improve downtimes, identify the root causes of quality problems and develop countermeasures, train more deeply in problem solving, and find better ways to move materials.

Generally, companies that want to build a good lean culture should avoid connecting the kaizen work to the layoff process. Some companies have realized this, so they tend to transfer the extra labor from one line to another or use them in elsewhere in the company to avoid the layoff. To maintain good relation and a foundation of trust between the top management and the workers, a few gemba walks can be considered by managers that should include: watching the working environment to grasp if something is wrong that could affect the safety at the working area, monitor to see if operators are performing any unsafe act, monitor the working environment for further problems that are preventing labors from doing their jobs smoothly such as no tools available in place, no spare parts, delay in transportation of material, and the existence of unsafe equipment in the working area like forklifts, and give high priority and commitment to the workplace cleaning and organization (like doing 5S). With such a clean, safe, and comfortable environment, labors will feel that everyone in the company is committed to the employee safety and satisfaction as well as the improvement, and development of the working process to make things easier and not just the targets and accomplishments.

Workers must be treated like appreciated assets, and because process is being continuously improved by those who are involved directly in the operations under the leadership of the operation managers, so the value of those workers will be increasing time by time.

There are many lessons to learn from Japan Toyota. Liker and Convis (2012) expressed that Toyota responded to the crises of recalls and recession by doing more kaizen, and more self-development, and used the opportunity to build a more stable foundation for the future. Toyota didn’t close any of its plants and didn’t lay off the regular employee. Unfortunately, we see companies in the recession time’s cut-costs and reduce wages and their first thinking would jump into pause any training process in order to reduce the overheads.

However, in crisis situations, some companies are forced to sell assets or layoff people in order to survive and avoid bankruptcy. What is mentioned is the culture that should be maintained in almost stable environments. Layoff should not be an easy tool and a normal habit for cost reduction. It has a very negative effect on companies that want to maintain a good culture and gain sustainability with lean. Actually, some companies have a very reactive culture and short-term focused. When the sales are down, they immediately put pressure on people to make them leaves in order to cut costs and keep the profitability at the same level.
7. What Is Behind Success?

People must have degree of security and feel they belong to the team. Jobs must be designed to be challenging. People need some autonomy to feel they have control over the job. Nothing motivating as challenging the targets, constant measurement, and feedback on progress, and an occasional reward based on group accomplishments.

Although Toyota use its own business practice in defining strategies and goals, but there is no magical tool behind the Toyota success. Liker (2012) summarized six points to be made for any organization that wants to begin the lean journey:

1. There must be a shared vision that is believable actionable and reinforced in concrete terms as the work is done.
2. Developing leaders that are willing to take the challenge through self-develop, and keep coaching them at the gemba.
3. Turn the role of leaders from decision makers to teachers so they can develop the other leaders.
4. Developing a continuous improvement culture through the plan-do-check-act to continuously improve the processes. Spend enough time at the plan and check phases, and avoid rapid jump to act phase.
5. Aligning the targets and plans to achieve the results and use problems solving to remove the obstacles.
6. Using the major challenges from the environment to further strengthen the company and the leaders to work toward a long-term vision like the respond of Toyota to the crises of recall, recession and Japan earthquakes.

Toyota uses a very deep and patient process to develop their internal leaders. Even most of trainings are being carried at the gemba, and very few are carried in classrooms. The formal classroom training is ineffective alone for changing people behaviors. The process was expressed deeply by Rother (2009).

It has been verified that to build exceptional people and teams, this must derives from having in place some form of a “respect for humanity system.”
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